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Abstract 
This study is formed with respect to finding a suitable optimization method of the total costs for 

the number of jobs that are executed in a FEM solver at Scania. FEM (Finite Element Method) is 

a solution method for solid mechanic problems. It is good to withhold the calculation speed with 

GPU, CPU and licenses taken into consideration. Computer clusters are usable for the purpose of 

optimizing the solving speed. Several factors are involved and it is appropriate to consider many 

parameters to finally end up in a consequent method.  

 

The total cost ∑    (                          )  was minimized and simulated with 

respect to the parameters: core number and number of GPU. N is the number of jobs executed. 

Linear constraints were added to further precise the model though the primary task was to 

formulate the optimization problem. 
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Abstrakt 
Denna studie är utformad med avseende på att en lämplig optimeringsmetod för optimering av 

total kostnad hos ett antal jobb som körs i en FEM lösare på Scania. FEM (Finita 

elementmetoden) är en lösningsbaserad metod för hållfasthetsberäkningar. Det är bra att 

upprätthålla en hög beräkningshastighet med avseende på GPU, CPU och antal licenser. 

Beräkningskluster är användbart för att i syfte att minimera beräkningstiden. Många faktorer är 

involverade och man bör titta på flera parametrar för att slutligen hitta en konsekvent metod.  

 

Man sökte minimera totala kostnaden ∑    (                               )  och 

simuleringar utfördes med avseende på parametrarna antal kärnor och antal GPU. N är antalet 

jobb som kördes. Vidare tillsattes linjära bivillkor för att ytterligare förbättra noggrannheten i 

modellen, dock var huvudsyftet att konstruera ett optimeringsproblem. 
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List of Abbreviations 

Core - Is a microprocessor with high-end used in for example business. Core processors are a 

more powerful version of similar processors marked at entry level. Scania uses Intel Core 

processors. 

CPU - Central Process Unit, the hardware in a computer that processes the instructions given 

from a computer program. It performs basic input and output operations using arithmetic’s. 

CPU time - A measure of the time when a processor is actively working on a specific job. 

DOF – Degrees of Freedom. 

FEM - Finite Element method, a solution method for solid mechanic problems. 

GPU - Graphics processing unit is an electrical unit to quickly process memory for enhancing 

images to be an output in for example a display. They are used in CPU algorithms where process 

of large data is done parallel. 

LP – Linear Programming. An approach to reach an extreme outcome (either maximum or 

minimum) using mathematical method base on linear relationships. The simplex method is a 

typical linear programing algorithm. 

Regression - A statistical process for calculating relationship between different, potentially 

unknown variables. Gives an understanding of how a dependent variable changes with a change 

in a corresponding independent variable. 

Residual - The error in a resulting data frame. When the exact solution is unknown, an 

approximation with a small residual is suitable, for example in the method of least squares. 

Wallclock - The actual time required by a computer to finish a task, could possibly be a solver. 

Wallclock time is the summation of three units: CPU time, I/O time and the delay time caused by 

communication of channels. For example, if the data is divided into many machineries, wallclock 

is the real time from start to end, including delays. 
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1. Introduction 
The task consisted of optimizing computer clusters. It was an approach by optimizing total cost. 

The total cost was made by minimizing the number of jobs executed in one computer (CPU) 

times the sum of license (software) and hardware costs 

   ∑   (                          )

 

 

where    is the number of jobs executed in one CPU.  

A computer that is running require a CPU, Central processing unit, which is the hardware in a 

computer that receives and preforms instructions given by a user. A CPU performs basic input- 

output methods and arithmetic, logical calls. 

The licenses purchased by Scania AB for FEM solving is called Abaqus. It is an effective 

software for simulating loads and solid mechanic solutions. However, it is quite expensive and it 

is not amiable to purchase more licenses per CPU than the absolute necessary. For example, a 

CPU with three cores require 5.0 licenses whereas a CPU with 8 cores require 9.0 licenses. The 

number of licenses that are purchased is logarithmically increasing with the number of cores and 

follow the function 

 

 (     )      (  )       

where    is the number of cores in one CPU (with the constraint     ). 

More will be explained in the course of this study. 
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2. Background 
2.1 License function 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, the number of licenses that are purchased follow the function 

 (     )      (  )       

where    is the number of cores in one CPU (with the constraint     ). 

   is the number of GPUs (Graphics Processing Unit) which is a linear term in    

   is a proportional factor determining the license number per GPU and   is a constant. The constants 

are there to adjust the function, otherwise no deeper investigation should be regarded on them. 

 

Number of licenses  (     ) 

 

 

 

 

 

  Number of cores    (+     ) 

 

    Fig. 2.1 The license function that is logarithmically increasing 

    with increased number of cores in a CPU.   

GPU is a special processor that is usually applied for the construction of computer graphics and 

computer games. In the case of FEM solving in CPUs, the purpose of graphics processing units is 

to decrease the elapsed time in a CPU. Elapsed time is the time taken for a computer to execute a 

job from start to end, measured in seconds [s].[1] Data has indicated that a limited number of 

GPUs are applicable for time efficiency compared to having no GPU. This study is presented in 

section 4 Data Results.  

Hardware cost is a vital parameter since with increased number of cores in a CPU the price also 

increases. That does not necessary indicate a shorter solving time compared to a CPU with fewer 

cores and more GPUs, which would save cost. 
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2.2 Software 

Abaqus is a software for finite element analysis and reality based simulations of vehicle loads. 

Scania uses Abaqus in the computer clusters to solve FEM problems of large scale. In Abaqus, 

one can either use the graphical interface or use a script to generate models in order to solve 

problems. Abaqus uses a programming language for its scripting and customization. In Abaqus, 

the solving procedure can be divided into different modules, such as defining load, customizing 

type of analysis, interaction with instances. [11] It the model of optimization, the software 

corresponds to the license purchased. 

 

 

2.3 The Finite Element Method 

FEM is a procedure where field problems are solved numerically. The field problems include 

heat transfer, magnetic fields or in the field of structural engineering, displacement and stress 

fields. The structure is divided into a finite number of elements. In each element the field variable 

is prescribed a spatial variation, a shape function. The arrangement of these elements is called a 

mesh, and the points of interaction between them are called nodes. The aim of the discretization 

of the structure into elements is obtain a converged solution (residual=0) when increased number 

of elements. In the case of a displacement and a stress analysis problem the elements are assigned 

the ability to translate and rotate in different directions at the nodes. The translations and 

rotations are the DOF:s in the system. In statics the function for DOF:s are 

          

Where K is the stiffness matrix, x is the displacement vector and f is the vector of applied loads. 

For different problems f has a different interpretation, for example mechanical load. An element 

    in the i-th row and the j-th column of the stiffness matrix, represents the resistance of the j-th 

DOF to the load in the i-th DOF of the system. In Abaqus, the solution is obtained at the nodes 

together with the assumed spatial variation within the elements, which provide the entire 

numerical solution.[11] 

In systems with discrete DOF (degree of freedom) the problem is static.  

 

       [
       
   
       

] 

Typically, in a computer of FEM calculation, K is a         matrix. [4] 

x is the displacement element and f is the force function. The calculation servers have a 

commercial FEM- solver. To execute the solver licenses are required and have to be bought in. 
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For the present, Scania uses Abaqus to solve large scale FEM problems. The more processor 

cores that are used, the more licenses are required, see section 1.2. 

2.4 Variables 

The licenses have a cost per year and the aim of this study is to minimize the license cost with 

respect to certain parameters. The quality of the computers cannot be affected which here is the 

speed of calculation so it is not good to purchase less hardware or software (licenses) solely to 

reduce cost.  The time taken to execute one FEM job is dependent on  

 The Size (Number of DOF:s, degrees of freedom, in      

 The processing speed of the processor (CPU) 

 The number of processors (CPU) in a computer (1-64) 

 The number of cores in a processor (CPU) 

 The number of graphics cards (GPU)  in a processor 

 The quantity of RAM memory 

 The type of calculation, for example non- linear material models will take longer time 

than linear material models.[5] 

The solvers are a relatively large cost since both hardware and license costs are covered. The size 

is approximately 10 million SEK per year only to let the reader acknowledge the quantity of the 

cost. [5] 

However, for the optimization model, only point 4. the number of cores in a CPU where one 

computer consist of one CPU (single- processing unit) and point 5. The number of GPUs are 

independent variables. The reason is that they have the highest effect on the price and quality. 

Also for simplifying the model only two of the most important variables are considered. 

Apart from the model, simulations based on data provided by Scania, of the solving speed were 

done. This was due to the interest of finding a max point for highest solving speed and can be 

found in section 5 Simulations. A model based on high performance can be made from the 

simulations. 

 

2.5 The Time Taken for a Job of Given Size  
 

In order to model the cost, it is important to consider the time taken to execute a job dependent on 

its size. The size of the job is determined from the DOF (degree of freedom) of a job which 

originate from the stiffness matrix K. It is a number that can be inserted and no further 

explanation of how and why the size is a certain number will not be discussed (more relevant in 

other cases). However, the relationship between the size NDOF and execution time of a job is 

highly interesting. 
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Fig 2.2 The time taken to execute a job is increasing with an exponential 2.5, i.e t=b(NDOF)

2.5
 

b is a constant larger or equal to 0. Serie3 has the largest speedup, solver speed. [7] 
 

Figure 2.2 is an illustrative graph of the behavior of time, t, taken to execute a job over the size 

NDOF of the job. 

 

   (    )    
 

where b is a constant, b   . 

 

Optimizing time of executing a job is an indicator of quality in solving the problems. This is due 

to that fact that longer time require hardware and software to be occupied for a longer period than 

necessary. [5]  
 
 
2.6 Test results  
 
The following conditions of test of GPU for Abaqus were conducted: 
 

The GPU is a graphic card that increase the speedup. The hardware that is used is Intel x5570 

GM ram, 1-8 cores, Nvidia Quadro 6000 Tesla C2070. Models which were computed include 

 

 Axlegear 

 Differential 

 FrontBeam 

 SCR 

 

The wallclock time and memory is estimated for 8 cores and no GPU. [5] 

 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Time 

NDOF Job size 

Time taken to execute over a job size 

Serie1

Serie2

Serie3
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Model axleGear differential frontBeam SCR 

Wallclock 2 h 4h 40min 3h 40min 8 min 28s 

Memory 37 GB 17 GB 23 GB 31 GB 

Elements 313000 445000 556000 902450 

DOFs 2269000 1489000 5296000 6715485 
                                    

Table 2.3 Test results of four models. [9] 

 

Among the four models, SCR has the fastest wallclock, solely 8 min 28s as compared to 

differential which takes 4h 40min in time. A relatively low wall clock (see List of Abbreviations 

for definition) is a scale model of construction. The reason is a very sparse K, which is the 

stiffness matrix. Sparse indicate a matrix with many zeroes, empty spaces. The other solvers 

(axleGear, differential and frontBeam) have more compact K’s, which are easier to solve. 

Therefore SCR is discarded in the model. 

 

The model Differential require only 17GB of storage which is the lowest and most preferable 

memory space. However, RAM memory is not a variable in the model but good to have in mind. 
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3. Methods of Simulation 
 
 

3.1 Method of Least Squares 

The aim of managing the given datasets is to find a polynomial that fit the points in the graph 

(speedup versus cores or number of processors) using Matlab. A convenient method is to use the 

method of Least squares, which is a well- established method for finding a function best 

approximated to the datasets.[7] 

To solve, or find the solution best suited to the equation system, Matlab and when approaching 

the datasets it is recommended that based on given information a curve approximation of LS 

method is best used. For over determined systems, i.e there are more equations than there are 

unknown.[7] Generally, there are no solution that satisfies all equations exactly. 

[

    
    
    
    

] [
 
 
]  [

 
 
 
 

] 

 Eq. system of an over determined system. 

One can only hope to find a good enough approximate solution as possible. 

Assume  ̅ is a (m n) matrix with number of rows m>n number of columns.  ̅ is a vector with m 

elements. A suitable solution would be 

  ̅ ̅   ̅ 

To name a proper solution, the vector 

  ̅   ̅ 

with n elements,  ̅     that minimize the Euclidian norm of the residual vector. 

The residual vector is 

  ̅    ̅̅ ̅   ̅ 

The norm is ‖ ̅‖  √∑  
  

Where    is the square of the difference between left- and right hand side of the i:th equation. 
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  (√∑(     )    

 

   

)

 

 

It is the sum of the m squares that are minimized. This solution method is named the method of 

Least Squares. Matlab solver       is the solution.[2] 

The method of least squares fitting works best for data that does not contain a large number of 

random errors with extreme values. An assumption in Matlab made is that 

 Error  (    ) 

The error exists only in the response data, so not in the predictor data. The errors are random and 

normal distributed approximately with a mean 0 and variance   . [8] The normal distribution is a 

probability distribution that extreme random errors are rarely common. If the mean is zero, then 

the errors are solely random. Otherwise, systematic error might occur or they are non-randomly 

organized. A constant value of the variance imply that the spread of error is constant. However, 

in weighted least squares regression the weights indicate the curve fitting quality. They help 

measure how much influence data points have on the curve approximation. 

A general form of curve fitting is: 

Given a set of data (     ) ,             the model function 

  ( )                  ( ) 

Where             are known base functions. For over determined systems n<m. [8] 

3.1 Minimum of a Constrained Nonlinear Multivariable Function 

The aim is to minimize a nonlinear function with linear constraints. The function represents the 

total cost, which is based on several functions whom put together become nonlinear. This, due to 

hardware costs and license costs in combination with jobs executed over time, dependent on the 

size. Core number and GPU number are parameters to be taken into consideration. 

In retrospect, 

      ( ) 

                      such that          

     lb   ub 
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A is a matrix, b is a vector. f(x) is a function that returns a scalar. The iteration starts at a starting 

point x0 and attempts to find a minimum x in the function described in so that the solution is 

always in the range lb   ub. [12] 
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4. Data  

The following results were conducted at the PDC lab in collaboration with Scania technical 

simulation. They provide a benchmark for buying new hardware and constructing possible 

optimization problems. 

 

For the speedup versus number of cores, the data obtained  

 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1 Left plot: Speedup over the n.o of cores/ processors in FEM- solvers. 

 Right plot: Same as left plot with SCR model removed [13] 

For  SCR, the function (SCR GPU=0, GPU=1) deviate substantially compared to the other 

functions (AxleGear GPU=0, AxleGear GPU=1, Differential GPU=0, Differential GPU =1, 

FrontBeam GPU=0, FrontBeam GPU=1). It is therefore acceptable to first discard those two and 

find a polynomial fit for the rest and then manage SCR separately. They are considered a special 

case. [7] These removed, the figure is illustrated in fig. 4.2 right plot. The graphs are more 

smooth and more appropriate for least square approximation. 
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The elapsed time for GPU (Graphic card) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2 Left plot: Elapsed time over core number, AxleGear.  

Right plot: Elapsed time over core number, Differential [13] 

 

Typically, for small number of cores (1-2) in computer solvers the use of GPU is very effective. 

But around 5 cores and above the elapsed time is equally large or larger than with no GPU. The 

cost could be reduced if no GPU are used for 5 cores and above. The quality is the same. 

For differential, the elapsed time is larger and the use of GPU is therefore necessary to keep the 

speedup, and thus quality, high. However, for 4 cores and above, the use of GPU provides no 

difference in elapsed time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.3 Left plot: Elapsed time over core number, Frontbeam  

Right plot: Elapsed time over core number, SCR [13] 
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For SCR, which had a deviating behaviour in speedup, require only GPU up to 3 cores (see fig. 

4.5 right plot). This is the cheapest method when GPU is taken into consideration but hard to 

solve due to a sparse K. No data was provided for frontBeam but the present data is sufficient for 

modeling. 

Conclusions drawn from this section is that for increased number of cores in a CPU or computer 

(single-processor) the time taken to execute a job is differed greatly in the beginning with GPU=0 

compared to GPU=1 from 1 up to 4 cores. Above that, there is no point of purchasing more GPUs 

because the costs will overcome the positive side, i.e. the time efficiency decreases. 

The cost without GPU (GPU=0) is presented for FrontBeam, AxleGear and Differential 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.4 Left plot: Cost over number of cores, three models, without GPU                 

            Right plot: Relative cost over number of cores with GPU [13] 

 

where 

                                

A token is a measurement for cost. 

 
               (                          )        (                          )       

Relative cost decreases exponentially with increased number of cores. So the cost of buying 5 

cores to 8 cores are small in difference.  

With GPU, the cost curve is changed, see figure 4.6 right plot.     
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The cost curve is harder to interpret with GPU since they affect cost thouroughly. Lowest for all 

three solvers are between 2 and 4 cores. Below and above that number it begins to increase. So a 

minimum point can be extracted for the relative cost over the number of cores.  

 

The comments from Scania consisted of  

 The three models axleGear, differential and frontBeam work well with GPU 

 Optimum seems to be 4 cores and GPU 

 Unknown reason for the poor performance of SCR. Speedup both with and 

without GPU is bad. 

During the summer, the tests for Abaqus Computer clusters, 1-128 cores were performed using 

NVIDIA GPU. The hardware comprised  

o Intel  5550 24GM ram, 1-128 cores 

o Intel  5570 47GM ram, 1-8 cores, NVIDIA Quadro 6000/Tesla C2070 

The speedup was measured as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Fig 4.5   Left plot: Speedup over number of cores, four models 

             Right plot: Relative cost over number of cores, four models [13] 

The corresponding cost curve is represented in fig 4.7, right plot. 

Representing an exponential decrease where having 26 cores or 120 make little difference in cost. 

The first 20 cores causes the most significant difference when calculating cost. 
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In the next section, a graph of the behavior of one node with and without GPU is presented. Also, 

the increase of speedup differentiate between a CPU with 6 and 8 cores. This data is also 

presented in the next section. The reason is that an extracted data is ready for analysis. 
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5. Analysis of data 

5.1 Definition and More Results 

Typically, speedup equals to 

  
  

 

Where P= number of cores,   is the time for core number 1. An increase in number of cores lead 

to an increase, logarithmically in speedup. 

For one node the graph with one GPU and zero GPU 

 

Fig 5.1 Speedup versus n.o of cores for one node. Blue line is for no GPU, green is for 1 GPU 
 

The speedup curve with one GPU is higher vertically than zero GPU. One can say that speedup 

increases logarithmically with increased number of GPU, however stops increasing at 

approximately 4 GPU. Different core number will yield a          unit of difference in scale at 

speedup. 
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Fig 5.2 N.o of GPUs for different cores. Blue line is for 6 cores, green line is for 8 cores 
 

In conclusion, the core number is of less significance compared to the speedup impact on solving 

with or without GPU. One GPU and no GPU for one node result on average of a difference of 2 

units of speedup, which is significant. 

 

5.2 Simulation 

From figure on speedup versus number of cores, a linear least squares fit is made for the model 

Differential GPU =1 (one graphic card). The result 

 

   

 

 

 

 

            

                              

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.3 Differential model GPU=1. Max point at Speedup~9.4767, x=6.50 
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For FrontBeam GPU=1 the following graph of linear least squares were obtained 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Fig 5.4 Frontbeam model, GPU=1, max at Speedup 8.827,x=6.5 

It is possible to maximize speed for any model, here two of them have been examined. In 

comparison, without regards to costs, it is more optimal to use differential GPU=1 than 

frontBeam GPU=1. GPU=0 indicate that no GPU was used. 

For the model axleGear GPU=1 the following data is obtained (dark blue line in fig 4.7) 

x=(1, 2, 4, 8) number of cores and y=(6.75, 7.95, 10.05, 10.65) 
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 Fig 5.5 AxleGear model, GPU=1, max at Speedup 10.9115 ,x=6.5 

For the models without GPU, GPU=0, the Speedup follows 

frontBeam GPU=0: x=(1, 2, 4, 8) and y=(0, 1.95, 3.65, 6.25) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig 5.6 Least square’s approximation of the three models, GPU=0 

In this case, no max point can be obtained since the graph has a more linear behavior compared to 

the previous ones. To further investigate the remaining two solvers with GPU=0 is unnecessary 

since they have identical behavior. 

The rest of the two are differential GPU=0 and axleGear GPU=0 which have results 
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Differential GPU=0: 

x=(1, 2, 4, 8) and y=(0, 1.96, 3.70, 6.45) 

 

For the three graphs, a linear approximation is more convenient: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Fig 5.7 The three solvers with GPU=0, linear approximation 

c = 

   -0.1761 

    0.8370 

5.3 Relative Cost Simulation 

For the relative cost with GPU=0, there exists three cases to be simulated. They are illustrated in 

the previous section and are tangent to on another. Therefore, only one function is simulated with 

3 degree polynomial. 

x=(1, 2, 4, 8) and y=(1, 0.61, 0.43, 0.38) 

For a second degree polynomial the relative cost is 
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Fig 5.8 A second degree polynomial approximated on relative cost over number 

of cores,   three models differential, AxleGear and Frontbeam. GPU=0 

c = 

    1.2417 

   -0.3226 

    0.0270 
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Fig 5.9 Relative cost over number of cores, three models d 

Differential, AxleGear and Frontbeam,. GPU=0 

c = 

    0.8783 

   -0.0729 

The simulations for the three functions on solver with GPU=1 are estimated with a two degree 

polynomial. 

For frontBeam with GPU it is graphed in relation to the relative cost without GPU. 

x = (1 2 4 8)  

y = (0.38 0.28 0.25 0.3) 
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Fig 5.10 Frontbeam relative cost over number of cores, GPU=1 Left: In relation to 

GPU=0 

  

Here, 

c = 

    0.4417 

   -0.0848 

    0.0084 

Differential GPU=1 have the estimated function 

x = (1 2 4 8) 
y = (0.28 0.22 0.21 0.29) 
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Fig 5.11 Relative cost over number of cores, differential GPU=1 

 

Solution 

c = 

    0.3200 

   -0.0552 

    0.0065 

For axleGear GPU=1 

X=(1, 2, 4, 8) and y=(0.21, 0.18, 0.19, 0.24) 
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Fig 5.12 Relative cost over number of cores for axleGear 

With solution 

c = 

    0.2217 

   -0.0210 

    0.0029 

5.4 Cost Analysis 

For the figure from above a similar study was done for minimizing cost, using the method of least 

squares. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.13 Relative cost over number of cores, four models [13] 
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For frontBeam (the light blue line in fig 5.13) the following least squares fit was obtained 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  

                                   Fig 5.14 Relative cost over core number with method of least squares, FrontBeam 

min(y_sol) 

ans = 

    0.0144 

The minimum is estimated at relative cost y=0.0144, x=83.6 number of cores. 

For frontBeam the minimum relative cost is obtained at approximately 84 cores.  

Here the least squares method for approximating the cost may be compatible in some situations. 

Matlab has a built in random variable which is better suited for this kind of approximation. 
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6. Modeling 

6.1 The Optimization Problem 

The problem is 

   ∑    (                          )   (6.1) 

 such that        

           

where    (Number of cores in one CPU) and    (Number of GPUs in one CPU) are integers. For 

the simplicity of the optimization, let N=1, one job is executed at one time. Then the equation 

becomes 

    (                          )   (6.15) 

 such that        

           

 

The function for the license cost is 

 licence cost =  (       )   (     )  b  (6.2) 

where f is time of executing one job in one CPU measured in [s] seconds. b is a constant, 

measured in [SEK/(lic*s)]. b is a cost for 1 license/second. Assume that one license costs 10 000 

SEK/year. Thus b= 10 000/(360*24*3600)=3.215*10
-5

 

   is the number of licenses and defined as 

 
 (     )      (  )        (6.3) 

It makes sense to assume that 

 (     )    

          is a constant 

The time taken to execute a job is divided in two cases 
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     (No GPU) 

 (      )   
   (       )  (6.4) 

     (1 GPU) 

 (      )   
   (            

 )  (6.5) 

Since time is proportional to      

 The term    in eq. (6.3) is a proportional factor defining the number of licenses required per 

GPU. In the simulation, this term is varied from 1, 2 and 10. 

The second term in eq.(6.1) hardware cost have the function 

Hardware cost= (       )  ( Hardware cost /time unit). 

Where 

Hardware cost/time unit= Purchase price/depreciation time=  (     )/ Depreciation time 

So the hardware cost required to execute one job on one CPU of one given size is 

Hardware cost=  (       )    (     )/ Depreciation time      (6.6) 

The depreciation time is considered to be linear and one year. The purchase price is  (     ). 

 (     )                 (6.7) 

According to the price list of purchased CPUs  

CPU 2667-v2 (2*8 cores, 3.3 GHz), 1*8 cores. The price is 2057 USD. By adding the exchange 

rate 1 USD   6.5 SEK [14] 

    
        

 
         which corresponds to the price for one core. 

The price of one GPU,          
     from the list of prices. 

To precise and specify the model, assume a one year time period for optimizing cost. 

The objective function becomes (N=1 job) 

 (     )  ( (       )   (     )     (       )  
 (     )

(           )
⁄ )        (6.8) 
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Simulation and solutions are performed by using the experiment results from the model 

AxleGear. Note that in the simulation, the size of the job since only one job is considered with 

one size. However if the distribution of number of jobs over size of each job is taken into 

consideration, which have the appearance 

                        N number of jobs 

                   a1                    a2                                                                                                 a14     

NDOF size of job 

Fig 6.1 Allocation of 14 discretized sizes for job distribution. Each a can be calculated 

below. 

     is the size of one job ( could be                      ) and   is the number of job 

executed for each size (could be 10, 27,…,3). This is however discarded in the model because 

more study is required to include this parameter.  

Simulation of AxleGear model from table 3.1 with a= 2269000 DOFs and wallclock of 2 hours is 

performed 

 

Code in Matlab: Algorithm of nonlinear optimization of a multivariable function with 

linear constraints. 

 

File main, plots fig 8.7 of the nonlinear optimization for axleGear. 
%% MAIN 
x = [1:0.01:8]; 

  
hold on 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(x, myE0(x)); 
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xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('total cost, GPU=0'); 
title('Nonlinear optimization of axleGear model with linear constraints') 

  

  
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(x, myE1(x)); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('total cost, GPU=1'); 
hold off 
title('Nonlinear optimization of axleGear model with linear constraints') 

  
%replace f0 with h0 by f1 and h1. Then get the optimal solution with GPU 

 
File myE0, which main (head program) is calling. 
 

%% Function to MAIN 
function [ E0 ] = myE0( x ); 
 x = [1:0.01:8]; 
 a=2269000; 
    %purchase price per second 
    r1=1671; %price of CPU in SEK 
    r2=25000; %price of GPU in SEK 

  
    h0=@(x) r1*x/(360*24*3600); %without GPU 
    h1=@(x) (r1*x+r2)/(360*24*3600); %with GPU 

  
    %number of licenses g 
    g0=@(x) log(x); 

  
    %time to execute a job 
    b1=0.2831e-14; 
    b2=-0.0235e-14; 

  
    f0=@(x) ((a.^2.5)*(b1+b2*x)); %without GPU 

  
    d1=0.7280e-15; 
    d2=-0.0769e-15; 
    d3=0.0107e-15; 

  
    f1=@(x) ((a.^2.5)*(d1+d2*x+d3*x.^2)); %with GPU 

  
    %Optimization function 
    b=3.215e-5;  

  
    E0=f0(x).*(g0(x).*b+h0(x)); 

  
%end 

  

  

File myE1, which main is calling. 

%% Function to MAIN 
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function [ E1 ] = myE1( x ) 
 x = [1:0.01:8]; 
 a=2269000;   

  
    %purchase price per second 
    r1=1671; %price of CPU in SEK 
    r2=25000; %price of GPU in SEK 

  
    h0=@(x) r1*x/(360*24*3600); %without GPU 
    h1= @(x) (r1*x+r2)/(360*24*3600); %with GPU 

  
    %number of licenses g 
    g1=@(x) log(x)+10; 

  
    %time to execute a job 
    b1=0.2831e-14; 
    b2=-0.0235e-14; 

  
    f0=@(x) ((a.^2.5)*(b1+b2*x)); %without GPU 

  
    d1=0.7280e-15; 
    d2=-0.0769e-15; 
    d3=0.0107e-15; 

  
    f1=@(x) ((a.^2.5)*(d1+d2*x+d3*x.^2)); %with GPU 

  
    %Optimization function 
    b=3.215e-5; 
E1=f1(x).*(g1(x).*b+h1(x)); 

    

     
end 
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For      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6.2 Upper plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of total cost of three sizes of jobs, with GPU=0 and 

cores 1-8. Total cost is measured in SEK.  

Lower plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of the same as above, total cost over the number of cores, 

GPU=1. 
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For      

 

Fig 6.3 Upper plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of total cost of three sizes of jobs, with GPU=0 and 

cores 1-8. Total cost is measured in SEK.  

Lower plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of the same as above, total cost over the number of cores, 

GPU=1. 

For        
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Fig 6.4 Upper plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of total cost of three sizes of jobs, with GPU=0 and 

cores 1-8. Total cost is measured in SEK.  

Lower plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of the same as above, total cost over the number of cores, 

GPU=1. 

Furtheron, an attempt to optimize the condition that license is free, that is the objective function 

 (     )   (        )  
 (     )

(           )
⁄  
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The result

 

Fig 6.5 Upper plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of total cost of three sizes of jobs, with GPU=0 and 

cores 1-8. Total cost is measured in SEK. License is free. 

Lower plot: axleGear nonlinear optimization of the same as above, total cost over the number of cores, 

GPU=1. License is free. 

Since the problem is constrained to 1-8 cores and 0 or 1 GPU then one can find either a max 

point (most expensive cost) or a min point (the lowest total cost). For some other interval the 

objective function may obtain another extreme points, for example 100-128 cores. 

For the case where GPU=0 the linear function 

 (      )   
   (       ) with      

decreases while the remaining product 

 (    )   (    ) (           ) 

increases. The product which is the objective function reaches a max point due to the resulting 

multiplication in the upper plots. 
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7. Conclusion 

After the simulation it was found that the total cost does not have a minimum point but a max, 

which is the most expensive cost due to possibly a linear time function. The conclusion is that 

most probably more data is required. 

The conclusion for GPU=0 is that, since the time to execute a job is linearly increasing with 

increased number of cores, it is more cost efficient to have as few cores in a CPU as possible. 

This could lead to the fact that the computer cannot handle large jobs and that it can take a very 

long time before finishing a job. The optimization model does however take into consideration 

the total cost relative to the hardware price and the time to solve. The best solution is to have at 

least one GPU. 

It was also found that for GPU=1 the price increases exponentially after 3.5 cores. The constants 

in the model are not of as high importance as the model itself and they can be changed to fit the 

data. The model is adapted to data with high precision so if the data changes or the model 

behavior changes then the optimization should also be changed. It is still a constructive method 

where the observer consequently goes through the data, construct a hypothesis and then make 

simulations. 

With the tool of optimization, there is a possibility for models solved by FEM to be improved. 

The license cost combined with hardware cost is one example of many on how an organization 

can be improved, jobs can be executed faster and costs kept on a minimal level with regards to 

GPU and other parameters. Although one has taken a magnifier’s viewpoint on a technical issue, 

it has methodically been cut down to parts and each has been analyzed. Similar or issues of 

different character can be solved with a similar method, viewing data, studying facts, optimizing 

them and take a critical standpoint at the organization as a whole. 
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8. Further Studies 
 

There are several questions to look into based on the study, for example what happens when 

    , i.e. the number of cores in a CPU is above 8. It is known that up to 128 cores or more can 

be run in a CPU so the model is limited. Can one discretize the optimization to make it non- 

continuous for increased accuracy? Then the graph would be step-wise increasing for both cases, 

GPU=0 and GPU=1. It is also interesting to consider extreme cases, where 

1. The license cost is zero which means that it is free to have licenses 

2. The hardware cost is zero which means that the CPU is free 

 

This is interesting to look at because one would like to see the highest and lowest costs for each 

variable if the other is down to zero. It is good to secure a budget that does not cross lines. The 

study can be seen as an introductory optimization to further highlight the importance of allocating 

cost corresponding to the use and efficiency of the hardware and software. 
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9. Appendix 

Matlab code for 1 Node with or without GPU fig 5.1 

x=[1 6 8]; 
y=[1 4.51 5.56]; %Number of GPUs 
xett=[1 2 4 6 8]; 
yett=[2.25 3.72 5.6 6.8 7.5]; 
plot(x,y, 'b-'); 
title('1 node'); 
xlabel('cores'); 
ylabel('Speedup model bracket'); 
hold on 
plot(xett,yett, 'g-'); 
grid ON %blue is no GPU, green is 1 GPU 

 

Matlab code for Number of GPU for 6 and 8 cores respectively, fig 5.2 

x=[0 1 2 3]; 
y=[1 1.51 1.67 1.72]; %Number of GPUs 
xett=[0 1 2 3]; 
yett=[1 1.39 1.5 1.54]; 
plot(x,y, 'b-'); 
title('Speedup with GPUs'); 
xlabel('Number of GPU:s'); 
hold on 
plot(xett,yett, 'g-'); 
grid ON %blue is 6 cores, green is 8 cores 

 

The data above is retrieved from Scanias database. 

 

Code for Quadratic approach 

With code for differential GPU=1 

dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup diferential gpu=1 
sol_upp = [4.4 6.3 8.3 9.2]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2; %increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit, differentail 

gpu=1') %plotting the graph 

hold on 
plot(x_dag(7),y_sol(7),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('speedup'); 

 

%printout 

>> max(c) 
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ans = 

 

    2.5833 

>> max(y_sol) 

 

ans = 

 

    9.4767 

y_sol = 

 

  Columns 1 through 7 

 

    3.5837    5.3495    6.8018    7.9407    8.7661    9.2781    9.4767 

 

  Columns 8 through 10 

 

    9.3618    8.9334    8.1917 

 

>> x_dag 

 

x_dag = 

 

  Columns 1 through 7 

 

    0.5000    1.5000    2.5000    3.5000    4.5000    5.5000    6.5000 

 

  Columns 8 through 10 

 

    7.5000    8.5000    9.5000 

 
  

 

Code for frontBeam gpu=1: 

dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup frontBeam gpu=1 
sol_upp = [3.2 5.2 7.4 8.7]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2;%increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit') %plotting 

the graph 
hold on 
plot(x_dag(7),y_sol(7),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('speedup'); 

 

%printout 

>> max(y_sol) 
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ans = 

 

    8.8267 

>> y_sol 

 

y_sol = 

 

  Columns 1 through 7 

 

    2.3338    4.1995    5.7518    6.9907    7.9161    8.5281    8.8267 

 

  Columns 8 through 10 

 

    8.8118    8.4834    7.8417 

>> x_dag 

 

x_dag = 

 

  Columns 1 through 7 

 

    0.5000    1.5000    2.5000    3.5000    4.5000    5.5000    6.5000 

 

  Columns 8 through 10 

 

    7.5000    8.5000    9.5000 

 

Code for axleGear gpu=1: 
 
%Matlab code 

dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup axleGear gpu=1 
sol_upp = [6.75 7.95 10.05 10.65]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
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y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2;%increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit') %plotting 

the graph 
 

plot(x_dag(7),y_sol(7),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('speedup'); 

 

%printout 
>> max(y_sol) 

ans = 

   10.9115 

>> y_sol 

y_sol = 

  Columns 1 through 7 

    5.9025    7.4067    8.6431    9.6119   10.3128   10.7460   10.9115 

  Columns 8 through 10 

   10.8093   10.4393    9.8015 

>> x_dag 

x_dag = 

  Columns 1 through 7 

    0.5000    1.5000    2.5000    3.5000    4.5000    5.5000    6.5000 

  Columns 8 through 10 

    7.5000    8.5000    9.5000 

Code for least square’s approx. for GPU=0 all three models 
%Matlab code 

dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup  

sol_upp = [0 1.95 3.65 6.25]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2;%increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit') %plotting 

the graph 
hold on 
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xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('speedup'); 

 
Code for linear approximation for the three solvers with GPU=0 
 

dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup frontBeam, axleGear, 

differential gpu=0 
sol_upp = [0 1.95 3.65 6.25]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag;%increased accuracy with increased no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit') %plotting 

the graph 
hold on 
%plot(x_dag(7),y_sol(7),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('speedup'); 
 

Relative cost 

Quadratic approach 

frontBeam GPU=1 

dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup frontBeam gpu=1 
sol_upp = [0.38 0.28 0.25 0.3]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2;%increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit') %plotting 

the graph 
hold on 
plot(x_dag(7),y_sol(7),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('relative cost'); 

 
differential GPU=1 
 
dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup differential gpu=1 
sol_upp = [0.28 0.22 0.21 0.29]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2;%increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit') %plotting 

the graph 
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hold on 
plot(x_dag(7),y_sol(7),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('relative cost'); 

 

 

axleGear GPU=1 

dag = [1 2 4 8]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup axleGear gpu=1 
sol_upp = [0.21 0.18 0.19 0.24]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = 0.5:10; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2;%increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit') %plotting 

the graph 
hold on 
plot(x_dag(7),y_sol(7),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('relative cost'); 

 

Chapter on Cost analysis 

Frontbeam relative cost 

With code 

Matlab 

dag = [0 8 32 63 127]'; %x label, transpose of vector speedup  
sol_upp = [1 0.36 0.21 0.19 0.18]'; %y label, same no of values as x 
A =[ones(size(dag)) dag dag.^2]; %Gaussian matrix with x^2 error margin 
c = A\sol_upp; %Linear least sq solver, normal eq 

  
x_dag = -0.4:150; %less than the least x value and larger than the largest x 
y_sol = c(1) + c(2)*x_dag + c(3)*x_dag.^2;%increased accuracy with increased 

no of polynomials 
%subplot(2,3,1); 
plot(x_dag, y_sol, dag, sol_upp, 'o'), title('Least squares fit, cost 

frontBeam') %plotting the graph 
hold on 
plot(x_dag(85),y_sol(85),'ro'); 
xlabel('number of cores'); 
ylabel('relative cost'); 
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Table for Prices 

FEM computation server hardware configuration Servers CPU, 2*___ (cores) GPU 

Abaqus Tosca Optistruct MARC 16 8 1 

Nastran 5 8 0 

Excite Dymola 4 6 
 FEMFat 1 6 
 Magma 1 8 
 Ansol 1 8 
 LS Dyna 10 8 
  

Table for section 6 Prices 

Price list for CPU table, released September 10, 2013 
 

Model number Cores Frequency (GHz) 

Purchase 
price 
(USD) 

Xeon E5-2603 v2 4 1,8 202 

Xeon E5-2609 v2 4 2,5 294 

Xeon E5-2637 v2 4 3,5 996 

Xeon E5-2620 v2 6 2,1 406 

Xeon E5-2630 v2 6 2,6 612 

Xeon E5-2643 v2 6 3,5 1552 

Xeon E5-2618L v2 6 2 520 

Xeon E5-2630L v2 6 2,4 612 

Xeon E5-2640 v2 8 2 885 

Xeon E5-2650 v2 8 2,6 1166 

Xeon E5-2667 v2 8 3,3 2057 

Xeon E5-2687W v2 8 3,4 2108 

Xeon E5-2628L v2 8 1,9 1000 

Xeon E5-2658 v2 10 2,4 1440 

Xeon E5-2660 v2 10 2,2 1389 

Xeon E5-2670 v2 10 2,5 1552 

Xeon E5-2680 v2 10 2,8 1723 

Xeon E5-2690 v2 10 3 2057 

Xeon E5-2648L v2 10 1,9 1218 

Xeon E5-2650L v2 10 1,7 1219 

Xeon E5-2695 v2 12 2,4 2336 

Xeon E5-2697 v2 12 2,7 2614 
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